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Recent Tragedies Amplify the Need
for Employers to be Ready

T

By Nancy S. Shriner

wo years ago, the country was reeling from the
mass shooting at a country music concert in
Las Vegas. Fast forward to this summer, and
America has once again been shaken by not one, but
two large-scale mass shootings in less than 48 hours.
Following the recent tragedies in El Paso, Texas, and
Dayton, Ohio, our nation and workplaces continue to
be traumatized by these senseless events.
When I started working in employee assistance
nearly 30 years ago, our organization would typically
manage three counselor responses a month, usually
less. Most frequently, clients requested support following a bank robbery or an unexpected employee
death. Today the requests are numerous, daily, and
much more violent.
Crisis Situations Abound
For example, our EAP recently assisted an independent construction company who had experienced a very
violent incident. A small group of employees was work-

ing on a city street when one employee was targeted and
killed by a perpetrator with a high-powered rifle driving
by in a speeding vehicle. A nearby co-worker was then
chased down the street while he dodged bullets.
This small, family-run company had never experienced anything like this in the past and did not know
how or where to begin to provide support to its
employees. Further, ownership struggled with remorse
because they had unknowingly hired an employee
involved with a gang, which led to this violent event
happening at their worksite, impacting other employees and potentially the public.
continued on Page 2
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Our EAP was on-site to support both employees
directly involved in this traumatic event, as well as
those struggling with mixed grief and betrayal issues.
Equally as important, our counselor was able to support leadership through these uncharted waters by providing clearheaded, objective feedback, and guidance
to help this organization move forward effectively.
Sadly, events like these drive home the importance
of EAPs in helping surviving co-workers and families
cope with the aftermath of a horrible tragedy. Of
course, it doesn’t necessarily take such a dramatic event
to require support for employees when a co-worker
dies. It could be a heart attack at an office desk, cancer,
or perhaps a car accident. It could be anywhere at any
time, because every day people die, and the odds are
high these individuals are in the workforce.
Disruptive Event Management Arrives
In the 1980s, Dr. Jeffery Mitchell and Dr. George
Everly coined the term Critical Incident Stress
Debriefing. The concept was designed to prevent or
reduce post-traumatic stress for police, fire, and other
first responders. For many years, EAP staff used that
same terminology and applied parts of that same concept to our responses.
Recently, EAPs began using the term disruptive
event management (DEM), a term that more broadly
encompasses some of the reasons employee assistance
professionals are called on-site in a post-trauma situation, such as the death of an employee, serious accident on the job, violent incident or natural disaster.
For instance, an EAP could be asked to have a counselor on-site for an incident that occurs out of state, or
in a different location other than the company’s headquarters. Massively tragic events such as the El Paso or
Dayton shootings, for example, also could negatively
affect employees in various locations who may have
friends or relatives who were injured or killed in these
tragedies. EAP clients could request a counselor on-site
to support their employees, even in some cases when
they may not have been directly impacted other than
what they saw through the news media.
DEM entails delivering a customized response to
worksites impacted by any event that disrupts employees’ ability to work. In the case of an employee death
or trauma, the central focus is to provide support to
leadership and employees by helping to create a culture of psychological safety, decreasing stress, and
acknowledging the employees’ reaction to the loss or
devastation. This support results in less absenteeism,
with a quicker return to the same level of functioning
as before the event and continued productivity.
2 EA Report
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The overriding idea is people have a right to lead
productive, meaningful lives, which means providing
an objective, timely, and thorough response that helps
with the human side of recovery.
Employee Deaths Drive EAP Involvement
It may surprise you that among common disruptive
incidents, the biggest reason our firm gets involved is due
to employee deaths, which account for 70 percent of clients’ requests for help. As we are all aware, not just the
elderly or the very ill die; often death is unpredictable.
When an unexpected death occurs, it’s important that
leadership acknowledge the event and freely share the
information that they have with employees. Today’s
social media can move information quickly, but not
always accurately. Experience has proven that facts can
reduce fear for employees. Certainly, it makes sense for
employers to consult with their EAP regarding next best
steps to support their staff through this loss.
Most of all, it’s good to remember that these scenarios
can be very fluid, there is not necessarily a one- size-fits-all
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solution or response, or way of presenting the best possible strategy following an employee death. Some
employee deaths come after a long illness, and co-workers have had time to grieve this potential loss. Other natural deaths are sudden and unexpected, and some deaths
are a result of a tragic accident or situation. The impact
to co-workers as well as the organization is likely very
different. EAP counselors are able to adjust their strategies to the needs of a client. Flexibility is crucial.

Editor’s Notebook

Summary
Most of all, it’s important that leadership be prepared and plan for this kind of event, because if it
hasn’t happened yet, it certainly will. When something
as traumatic as a co-worker’s death occurs, employees
are looking to leadership for direction and support. 

Columbine, 1999. Who would have
thought that, 20 years later, mass shootings would be as commonplace as they
are today? Aurora. Parkland. Las Vegas.
Fort Worth. Dayton. The list goes on,
and on. While tragedies like these dominate headlines, EA professionals are well aware that
death in the workplace is an issue that goes much deeper
than the shootings on major news reports.
“…it doesn’t necessarily take such a dramatic
event to require support for employees when a coworker dies,” states Nancy Shriner in this month’s
cover story. “It could be a heart attack at an office
desk, cancer, or perhaps a car accident.”
Since “death is a fact of life,” Shriner points out
that, “With proper planning and a strong EAP-driven
program in place, employers can meet the challenge
of helping their workers and families deal with their
grief and its impact on the workplace.” EAR hopes
this month’s cover story and Brown Bagger insert
help your corporate clients to do just that.
*****
We remind readers of the new manner in which the
EAR is being delivered. Due to issues with email
deliverability, some subscribers were not receiving their
issues. Now the emails will serve only as notification/
reminder that the lastest issue is available and then
subscribers will log on to the EAR Subscriber section
of writeitrightllc.com with a username and password
to access the pdfs.
If you don’t receive the email on the last Thursday
of the month, simply log in to see if the new issue has
been posted (we will also make a note there if there is
a delay, such as with the August issue when our
designer’s power was out for four days!)
Not only will you be able to access the latest issue
from the website, but also our archive (which is in
progress) of past issues of EAR you may have missed.
We think you’ll find this method an improvement
as you won’t have to rely on receipt of the email to
access the pdfs, but with any new system there is the
potential for snags in the beginning. Please let us
know if you have any comments or concerns!

Nancy Shriner is Training and Critical Incident Coordinator for
West’s Health Advocate Solutions, a national health and patient assistance company headquartered in Plymouth Meeting, PA. West’s
Health Advocate Solutions makes healthcare easier for over
12,000 organizations and their members by leveraging a combination of personal support, data and technology to engage people in
their health and well-being.

Mike Jacquart, Editor
(715) 445-4386
mjacquart@writeitrightllc.com

Leadership’s Role in Managing through a
Disruptive Event
When a tragedy strikes, employees look to leadership for direction. Leaders must present competence
and compassion. An empowered leader demonstrates
the seriousness of the loss, an awareness of the impact
to the organization and its workforce, while also communicating an expectation of recovery.
It is important that whatever loss or trauma has
occurred, it is acknowledged by leadership with transparency and accurate facts. The trauma or loss should be
named with language that is specific. For example, if
there is a fatality, don’t be afraid to use the word death.
Effective leaders acknowledge the personal impact
as well as the effect on the organization, and most
importantly, recognize the loss and devastation to the
team members. Leadership should communicate an
expectation of recovery while recognizing that the
workplace will be flexible with reasonable accommodations as people progress back to work as usual.
Planning, EAP can Help
A critical incident or death of an employee is traumatic on many different levels. Yet, death is a fact of
life. With proper planning and a strong EAP-driven
program in place, employers can meet the challenge
of helping their workers and families deal with their
grief and its impact on the workplace.

September 2019
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On the Job

D

Coping with the Sudden
Death of a Co-Worker

eath in the workplace is rare. According to
the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA), 5,147 workers
died on the job in 2017. That may sound like a lot,
but it’s only 3.5 deaths per 100,000 workers. That’s
the good news.
The flip side of the coin is that 85 percent of Baby
Boomers plan to work until their 70s or 80s, according

Emotions can vary widely and aren’t often ones
someone wants to have in a work environment.
Anger, guilt, and tears can rise to the surface.
“Grief reactions can be unique to our relationship to
the person who died, but also include all of our life
experiences and other things from our past, ranging
from our own mortality to personal losses,”
Williams states.
Williams says speaking to a grief counselor
isn’t always necessary. “Eighty-five percent of the
time, people can cope without professional support as long as they get normalization validation
and learn a little about grief and that it’s normal,”
Williams says.
Ultimately, an understanding manager or supervisor
can be even more important, according to Jeff Gorter,
clinical director at R3 Continuum. “A leader can make
people feel supported and valued,” he states.
Additional source: Fast Company.

“I Need to Make a Change to My
Subscription!”

to a report from the U.S. Senate’s Special Committee
on Aging. This means that workplace deaths are likely
to become more common. As a result, an increasing
number of workplaces have an EAP on call to bring in
grief counselors when they are needed.
For a lot of workers, the fact they have any reaction at all to the death of an acquaintance—someone
they may have only chatted with in the office
kitchen—is surprising.
“People think, ‘Why am I feeling this?’ But sometimes working with someone for five years can be,
unfortunately, more significant than the time we spend
with good friends,” says Litsa Williams, co-founder of
the site What’s Your Grief? “We don’t have a framework for that, and we may feel we have less of a right
to have emotions about that.”
4 EA Report

Hey, we know things change. You move. You land a
new job. You decide to sail off to Tahiti. Whatever, the
change, you’ll want to contact us today so that we can
update our records accordingly.
Contact us anytime you want to:
• Change the name and email address of the
individual receiving EAR.
• Change or add phone number or email.
• Renew, start, or cancel a subscription.
• Check the status of your subscription.
• We appreciate any ideas or suggestions
you may have.
Thank you for your time and staying in touch!
715-445-4386 or
mjacquart@writeitrightllc.com
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On the Job

Dealing with Grief at Work
By Karla Wheeler

T

he loss of a loved one, especially an employee
at a small, tight-knot company, can put a frown
on the cheeriest of work colleagues. However,
there are some practical steps EA professionals can
take to help boost morale and keep productivity
from plummeting.
Memorial Gifts
Ask staff to consider giving a gift to a cause or charity
that was important to the deceased employee. If Jean was
an animal lover, you might choose the local humane society. Compassionate initiatives, like donating to a charity,
help employees work through the grieving process.
The Empty Chair
At a staff meeting, leave the deceased employee’s
chair in its usual sport. Everyone is feeling the impact
of the empty chair, so why not take time to acknowledge this loss? Ask each employee to say something
about Jean, if they are comfortable doing so.

For instance, they might share a funny or fond
remembrance – or, perhaps a co-worker will want to
express some of the many reasons that Jean is missed.
Validate each person’s approach, and reaffirm that
together you will all get through this time of sadness.
Grief is a Process
Perhaps the most important thing to remember is
that each of us heals from a major loss in our own
way and on our own timetable. Camaraderie and support can be powerful healers in an office. But while
one worker might have deep faith from which to draw
to sustain him/her, another person might feel “rocked
to the core.”
Grief Support Meetings
If the emotional trauma of the death is adversely
affecting productivity in certain employees, grief support meetings led by the EAP may be helpful. 
Karla Wheeler is the founder of Quality of Life Publishing Co., a direct outgrowth of her personal and professional hospice experience.

Quick Ideas

D

Time Management Tips

oing more with less has been a big obstacle
for many organizations, entrepreneurs, and
employees. Unfortunately, it’s taken a toll on
productivity and has led to stress and burnout in the
workplace. How can you be more productive while
eliminating the downsides?
v Schedule email time: Email inboxes are a big
anxiety trigger. Eliminate unnecessary stress by setting a time aside to check your inbox so you can stay
focused on the tasks in front of you. A lot of people
check email three times daily with great success. It’s
also a good idea to clean out your mailbox from time
to time. Just seeing all those old emails is overwhelming not to mention slowing down your system.
v Stop multitasking: Multitasking is one of the
greatest lies of all time. Sure, on the surface it may
September 2019

seem like you are getting more done. However, the
more you take on, the more quality starts to decline.
Make a plan to tackle one task at a time. You’ll make
more progress and increase the quality of your work
by focusing on one task until completion.
v Learn to say No: We must learn to say no to
others and yes to ourselves. Helping others is great,
but not when it causes us to stress trying to complete our own tasks. People will still like you even
if you say no from time to time. Learn to not take
on too much work, especially if you have the option
to delegate tasks. 
Source: Vinay Saranga M.D., psychiatrist and founder of Saranga
Comprehensive Psychiatry (www.sarangapsychiatry.com) who sees
many patients in this situation.
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Workplace Culture Report: Last in a Series

Vital Workplace Dynamics – Part II

W

hile every company wants to be financially
successful it shouldn’t come at the cost of its
employees. Does your team feel dread on
Mondays? Or are they excited about workplace projects
and staff interactions? The following are important
dynamics to prioritize in any given company. Additional
strategies were presented in Part I of this series.
v Promote a flexible work environment. Founder
and CEO of The Genius Within, Dr. Nancy Doyle
says many people have adverse reactions to their environment. While some are hypersensitive with noise,
others react to lights differently. In whatever way you

can, help people get into their groove by optimizing
their desk and working area. And perhaps, the time
they clock in daily.
“We can accommodate this with noise-canceling
barriers, headphones, seating in quiet zones, booking
out meeting rooms for reports that require concentration: find the compromise that fits the role best,” she
urges. “This is why some people are more productive
when working from home or on flextime, whether
coming in early or staying late when it’s quiet.”
v Facilitate deep work. If you aren’t familiar with
deep work, it’s when a professional blocks off time in
their calendar to zero-in on a project. Usually, the
work requires their full attention, sans interruption.
For those who are booked in back-to-back meetings
for hours every single day, the possibility to sit at a
computer screen and focus seems impossible.
But with the help of upper management, it can be a
reality. “Give permission for employees in these roles
to block two to three consecutive hours to eliminate
distractions in the form of meetings or even simple
requests on Slack,” states Dr. Don Vaughn, psychologist at UCLA. 
Additional source: “Ladders”.

Quick Ideas

W

Stop Saying You’re ‘Busy’

e would all be happier if we stopped using
“busy” to describe ourselves and our lives.
Here are three things that being “busy” does.

like telling the other person they have too much
time. It can be demeaning and come off selfcentered, even if you are in fact “busy.”

v It keeps you from being present. Being busy
implies that you are preoccupied. As soon as the word
“busy” comes out of your mouth, life instantly
becomes more hectic! Instead of enjoying the present
moment and your surroundings, the only thing you are
doing is running through a to-do list in your head.

v It doesn’t accurately portray your life.
Summing up your life as “busy” doesn’t say much. If
you need to sum your life up in one word, try using
the words “active,” or “involved.” These words have
more positive connotations, and many times it’s what
you mean anyway. 

v It disconnects you from other people. “I’m
too busy.” Even saying the word makes me feel
stressed and disconnected. Saying you’re too busy is

Source: Megan Wycklendt, author of the Washington Post article,
“Six reasons you’d be happier if you stopped saying ‘busy’”

6 EA Report
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Resource Corner

Fighting Back against
Collection Agencies
By David Moakler
Dear EAP reader: As a workplace professional,
you’re aware that unwanted collection calls at work
can disrupt a team and leave lingering effects.
Personal finances are already a sensitive area, let
alone having a collector call and embarrass an
employee at their job!
Just because someone is late paying their bills, does
not mean collection agencies can harass or treat this
person unprofessionally. If their rights have been violated, they don’t have to tolerate it. With one call, consumers are filing debt collection complaints and
making them stop. The Fair Debt Collection Practices
Act clearly defines unacceptable behavior, so they can
be reported.

you are dealing with, along with the behavior you find
offensive. There is no charge to call this hotline. Let’s
reign in this type of behavior. Fight back!

Common Collecting Complaints
According to the U.S. Federal Trade Commission,
the following are among the most common collection
complaints. If a collector has behaved like this, you
could be owed up to $1,000:

Did You Know?
A number of collection agencies have received
many complaints over the years. A list of some of
them can be found at https://careconnectusa.org/debtcollection-complaints/

• Calling repeatedly or continuously;
• Demanding larger payments than permitted by law;
• Repeated calling of friends, relatives or co-workers
to find the consumer;
• Use of obscene, profane or abusive language;
• Falsely threatening to file suit or take other
actions they do not intend to take;
• Improperly calling consumers’ jobs;
• Ignoring written notices to cease communication;
• Telling others about alleged debts;
• Failure to provide notice of debts;
• Falsely threatening to arrest consumers or seize
property;

Helplines EAPs can Trust
The vetting process of the service providers we
offer is extensive and ongoing. Before we accept a
provider into the network, we look into their background, service reputation, and how their fees and
procedures stand up against “best practices” set forth
in their industry.
CareConnect reminds EAPs that when they are
contacted by financially troubled employees, they can
give out these trusted helplines.*

Complaints Hotline
The Collector Complaint Hotline is 888-752-3028.
When you call the hotline, you’ll connect with an
expert for consumer rights regarding the Fair Debt
Collection Practices Act. Describe the type of collector

Summary
When employees need a helping hand, troubled
workers need to know that trusted assistance is just a
phone call away. 
David Moakler is the Executive Director of CareConnect USA.
*Editor’s note: A list of the CareConnect numbers was provided
in the April Employee Assistance Report and can also be found at
www.careconnectusa.org.

Employee Assistance Report is published monthly. For subscription information contact: Employee Assistance Report, 395 Grove St., Iola, WI 54945-9644. This publication is designed to
provide accurate and authoritative information in regard to the subject matter covered. It is sold with the understanding that the publisher is not engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or
other professional services. If legal advice or other expert assistance is required, the services of a competent professional should be sought. (From a Declaration of Principles jointly adopted
by a committee of the American Bar Association and a Committee of Publishers.) Employee Assistance Report does not necessarily endorse any products or services mentioned. No part of
this newsletter may be reproduced in any form or by any means without written permission from the publisher, except for the inclusion of brief quotations in a review which must credit
Employee Assistance Report as the source, and include the publisher’s phone number, address, and subscription rate.
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Workplace Trends

Benefits Survey Reveals What’s Hot

C

ertain job benefits such as student loan repayment, paternity leave, telecommuting, standing desks, and telemedicine are gaining
notable upward traction, according to the latest
Employee Benefits Survey, recently released by the
Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM).
“Finding the right combination of benefits that
appeals to a multigenerational workforce can be a
challenge,” said Alex Alonso, SHRM-SCP, chief
knowledge officer for SHRM. “But if you know a
good portion of your workforce are Baby Boomers
with aging parents, you might choose to beef up your
caregiving benefits and flexible scheduling policies.
On the other hand, if you have a young demographic,
offering benefits like student loan repayment could
be the way to go.”
SHRM 2019 Employee Benefits Report’s highlights
include:
v Standing desks continue to rise in popularity.
Currently, 60 percent of employers offer this benefit,
compared to one-quarter just five years ago.
v Company-sponsored dependent care flexible
spending accounts have declined 8 percentage points
since last year.

v Onsite lactation/mother’s rooms are offered by 51
percent of employers, up 16 percentage points from 2015.
v The number of employers offering family leave
above the time required by the federal Family and
Medical Leave Act increased by 6 percentage points.
Additionally, while paid leave for new fathers has gone
up only slightly since 2018, it has seen a steady rise over
the past five years (up 14 percentage points) and is now
within 4 percentage points of paid leave for new mothers, the most common type of paid leave for new parents.
v Telecommuting on a part-time basis is on the
rise, now offered by 42 percent of employers. Flexible
working benefits continue to rise in popularity, and, as
a result, telecommuting of all types is increasing, as
are most types of flexible scheduling.
v Company-provided student-loan repayment benefits have risen from 4 percent in 2018 to 8 percent in
2019. This category is expected to make further gains
if pending federal legislation is passed. 
The complete SHRM report can be found at https://www.shrm.org/
about-shrm/press-room/press-releases/pages/2019-shrm-employeebenefits-survey.aspx.

Quick Ideas

Critical Mistakes
Made by Supervisors
The following are eight critical mistakes made
by supervisors when dealing with employees in
trouble at work:
• Failing to set clear expectations or to regularly
enforce them;
• Letting problems you’re aware of worsen before
addressing them;
• Failing to communicate with people about their
problems;
• Taking an issue, whatever it is, personally;
8 EA Report

• Playing “gotcha” with troublesome or difficult
people;
• Waiting too long to get professional help – such
as from an EAP;
• Failing to recognize the importance of due
process; and
• Unwillingness to see a problem through to
resolution. 
Sources: Bob Gilson, a retired government labor and employee
relations director; FedSmith (www.fedsmith.com).
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